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Abstract 
Zhou, H., The chromatic difference sequence of the Cartesian product of graphs, Discrete 
Mathematics 90 (1991) 297-311. 
The chromatic difference sequence cds(G) of a graph G with chromatic number n is defined 
by cds(G) = (a(l), a(2), . . , a(n)) if the sum of a(l), a(2), . , a(t) is the maximum number 
of vertices in an induced t-colorable subgraph of G for t = 1, 2, . , n. The Cartesian product 
of two graphs G and H, denoted by G 0 H, has the vertex set V(G 0 H) = V(G) x V(H) and 
its edge set is given by (I,, y,)(+, yJ E E(G Cl H) if either x, =x2 and y,y, E E(H) or y, = yz 
and r,xZ E E(G). 
We obtained four main results: the cds of the product of bipartite graphs, the cds of the 
product of graphs with cds being nondrop flat and first-drop flat, the non-increasing theorem 
for powers of graphs and cds of powers of circulant graphs. 
1. Introduction 
We only consider simple undirected graphs in this paper. The chromatic 
difference sequence cds(G) of an undirected graph G is defined by 
cds(G) = (a(l), a(2), . . .), 
where 
hi)= 0’ h (Y t is t e maximum number of vertices in an induced 
j=l 
t-colorable subgraph of G for t = 1, 2, . . . . 
If G has chromatic number n, then a(t) = 0 for t > n, and we usually omit the 
zero terms. 
For example, the cds of the 5cycle C5 is (2,2, l), and the cds of the Petersen 
graph is (4,3,3). See Figs. 1 and 2. 
The normalized chromatic difference sequence of a graph G denoted by 
ncds(G), is defined by 
ncds(G) = cds(G)/IV(G)I. 
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Fig. 1. cds(C,) = (2, 2, 1). Fig. 2. The cds of the Petersen graph is (4,3,3). 
Greene and Kleitman were the first who studied the cds of some special graph, 
called the comparability graph [3-41. But they did not use the name cds. The 
maximum k-colorable subgraph in a comparability graph C(P) of a poset P is a 
Sperner k-family of P, i.e., a subset of P of maximum size which contains no 
chains of length k + 1. 
Albertson and Berman have proposed the concept of cds and stated a 
conjecture for an n-term sequence to be the cds of some n-colorable graph [l], 
and proven the conjecture for n up to 4. 
Albertson and Collins have given a ‘no-homomorphism lemma’ [2]. The 
no-homomorphism lemma states: “If there exists a homomorphism from G to H 
and if H is vertex transitive, then ncds(G) dominates ncds(H).” Let P1 denote 
the Petersen graph. Recursively define P” to be the Cartesian product of P’ with 
P-l. They also proved that 
Then they applied the no-homomorphism lemma to obtain the result that for any 
r > s there does not exist a homomorphism from P’ to P”. These results motivated 
our research. As an important application of the no-homomorphism lemma we 
obtain the ncds of powers of circulant graphs. We also generalize the result about 
the cds of the powers of the Petersen graph. 
A sequence of integers with a finite number of nonzero terms is said to befrat if 
it is non-increasing and the largest and smallest nonzero terms differ by at most 
one. We denote by F(s, n) the flat sequence with n nonzero terms whose terms 
sum to s. The sequence F(ns, n) = (s, s, . . . , s) is called a nondropfEat (ND-flat) 
sequence. The sequence F(ns + 1, n) = (s + 1, s, . . , s) is called a first-drop flat 
(FZ+zt) sequence. 
The sequence ? = (r,, r2, . . . , r,) of n positive integers with rl Z= r, 2 . . . 2 r,, is 
called a coloring sequence of the graph G with x(G) = n if there exists an 
n-coloring of V(G) with color-classes VI, V,, . . . , V,, such that r, = 1x1, i = 
1, 2, . . . , n. Any non-increasing sequence of n positive integers is a coloring 
sequence of some complete n-partite graph. Each graph has at least one coloring 
sequence. For example, both (3,3,1) and (3,2,2) are coloring sequences of C7. 
The set of all coloring sequences of a graph G is denoted by es(G). 
The sequence cds(G) is said to be achievable if it is also a coloring sequence of 
G. Every achievable cds is non-increasing. Every non-increasing seqeunce is the 
achievable cds of some complete n-partite graph. 
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Fig. 3. 
For some graphs G the sequence cds(G) is not achievable. For instance this is 
the case for the graph in Fig. 3. 
The n-term sequence (xk) is said to dominate the n-term sequence (yk), written 
(xk) s* (yk) or (NJ *4 Cd, if: 
(1) C&r xk = C;=, yk, and 
(2) cpk=lxk >cpk,rykforp=1,2,. . . ,n-1. 
Obviously 
n 
fs*F &,n 
[ 1 i=l 
if T=(r,, r,, . . . , r,) is non-increasing. Thus 
ifr=(r,,r,, . . . , rn) is a coloring sequence of a graph G. 
The Cartesian product (briefly product) of two graphs G and H, denoted by 
G 0 H, has the vertex set V(G Cl H) = V(G) X V(H) and its edge set is given by 
(x,, y,)(+, y2) E E(GO H) if either X, =x2 and y,y, E E(H) or y, = y2 and 
x1x2 E E(G). This definition is given for arbitrary two graphs. But in this paper, if 
a product G 0 H of two graphs occurs, they are always supposed to have the same 
chromatic number. The kth Cartesian power (briefly power) Gk of a graph G is 
recursively defined by G’ = G and Gk = Gk-’ q G. 
Let G and H be two graphs with IV(G)] = r, IV(H)\ = s and x(G) = x(H) = n. 
We define 
F(G 0 H) = F(rs, n). 
A latin square is an n X n array with entries from { 1, 2, . . . , n}, such that each 
te{1,2,..., n} appears exactly once in each row and each column. 
Let U,, &,, . . . , U,, be the color-classes of an n-coloring of V(G), and let 
VI, v,, . . . , V, be the color-classes of an n-coloring of V(H). Let A = (a;,) be an 
n X n latin square. Let 
W,= IJ U;xY (t=1,2 )...) n). 
a,, = ! 
It follows from the definitions that W,, W,, . . , W, are the color-classes of an 
n-coloring of G 0 H. We say that W,, W,, . . . , W, are the color-classes of the 
n-coloring of G 0 H induced by the two given n-colorings of G and H and the 
latin square A. Obviously different n-colorings of G and H and different latin 
squares will induce different n-colorings of G q H. We denote by npcs(G 0 H) 
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(natural product coloring sequences), the set of all coloring sequences of G 0 H 
induced by any two n-coiorings of G and H and any n x n iatin square. 
Obviously we have 
cds(G Cl H) L* npcs(G 0 H) a* F(G q H) 
(where cds(G 0 H) 2 * npcs(G 0 H) m e an s that cds(G q H) dominates any se- 
quence in the set npcs(G Cl H), similarly for npcs(G 0 H) z=* F(G Cl H)). 
Let N be a subset of (1, 2, . . . , p - l} with the property that i E N implies 
p - i E N. The circulunt graph G(p, N) is the graph with vertices 0, 1, . _ . , p - 1 
and an edge joining i and j if and only if j - i E N, where we take j - i modulop. 
We call N the symbol of G(p, N). 
The vertices of the power graph Gk for the circulant graph G = G(p, H) are 
those integer lattice points (x1, x2, . . . , xk) of the k-dimensional Euclidean space 
with 0 S xi Sp - 1 (i = 1,2, . . . , k). Two vertices (x,, . . . , xk) and (yr, . . . , yk) 
are adjacent in Gk if and only if there exists j (1 S j 6 k) such that xj - yj E N; and 
xi =y, for i = 1, . . . , k, i # j. 
2. Products of bipartite graphs 
‘PI..- L.II_._. :,- F”,.C” ___ ,x_.... .r\ __A -l-I., ,,I,..:.., ” ,._..^_ “__ ,.C _.... _ __..^,. *,.,I 1‘1C l”U”wlUg kllrLri QIG c;aay L” >GG. I11c; L”l”lUlg sGyuG,LGa “I ally LVIIIIGLLG” 
bipartite graph is unique. There are only two latin squares of order 2, namely 
[: :1 and K 3. 
The Cartesian product of two bipartite graphs is bipartite. Any 2-coloring of 
G 0 H induces a 2-coloring of G(H) which is unique if G (respectively H) is 
connected. Moreover there is only one element in npcs(G 0 H). Therefore we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G and H be connected bipartite graphs with achievable cds 
given by cds(G) = (rl, r2) and cds(H) = (sI, sJ. Then npcs(G q H) = 
{cds(G 0 H)} = {( rlsl + r2s2, v2 + r2sdl. 
Proof. Let r/r and 17, be two color-classes of V(G) with IHI, = r,, lU21 = r,. Let VI 
and V2 be two color-classes of V(H) with IV,( =sl, IV21 =s2. Then V(GO H) has 
bipartitions U, x VI U U2 X U2 and U, X V2 U U2 X V2 which have r,s, + r2s2 and 
r,s, + r2s1 vertices respectively. Furthermore, rlsl + r2s2 - rls2 - r2s1 = (rl - 
r2)(s1 - s2) 2 0. 
Now suppose M is a maximum independent set of V(G 0 H). We will consider 
the following two cases. 
Case 1: s1 = s2. 
For any u E V(G), M induces an independent set {u} X H,, in the subgraph 
{u} x Hof GOHwhich is a copy of H. Hence I(u) x H,l~s, =s2. Furthermore, 
JMI s IG( s1 = (rI + r2)s1 = rlsl + r2s2. 
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Case 2: s1 > s2. 
For any u E V(G), M induces an independent set {u} x Zi, in the subgraph 
{u} x H of G q H. Any two maximum size independent sets of H must have 
common vertices, otherwise the number of vertices of H will be at least greater 
than 2ri >s, + s2, a contradiction. If {Ui} x Hi is a maximum independent set in 
{ui} x H for i = 1, 2, then u1 and u2 are not adjacent in G. Hence there can be no 
more than r, induced independent sets in H with size sr. Each of the remaining r, 
independent sets can have size no more than s *. So the independence number of 
GO H is at most r,s, + r2sz. In fact it is exactly rls, + r2s2 by our earlier 
argument. 0 
Theorem 2.1 does not hold if the sequences cds(G) and cds(H) are not 
achievable. For example if the graph G is given by Fig. 4, then cds(G) = 
(6, 2), es(G) = ((4, 4)), npcs(G 0 G) = {(32, 32)}, cds(G Cl G) = (38, 26) b* 
npcs(G Cl G). 
Theorem 2.2. Zf both c&(G) = (rl, r2) and cds(H) = (sl, s2) are achievable, then 
cds(G Cl H) = ( r,s, + r2s2, rls2 + r2s1) E npcs(G 0 H). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 if both G and H are connected. Now if G 
has rri bipartite components G,, . . . , G,,, and H has n2 bipartite components 
Hi, H,, . . . , H,,,, then G 0 H is a graph with n1 X n2 components Gi 0 Hj (i = 
1 , . . - , nl, j = 1,2, . . . , n2) each of which is bipartite. Any 2-coloring of G 0 H 
induces a 2-coloring of Gi 0 Hi for each i = 1, . . . , n,; j = 1, . . . , n2. Any 
2-coloring of G Cl H can be constructed by a suitable combination of some 
2-colorings of Gi Cl H. (i = 1, . . . 
prove that if r = r,‘+ r, = r, + ri,nli ~~11k’~2’- r: sTr$ft, wl lz yzs: 
sg Z= s4, r, > r,, and s1 > sg, then s,rl + s2r2 > sjrj + s,r,. 
Let r, = r, + u, u > 0, s1 = s3 + v, v > 0, then r2 = r, - u, s2 = s4 - v and we 
have 
slrI + s2r2 = (s3 + v)(r3 + u) + (s4 - v)(r4 - u) 
=s3r3+vr3+us3+uv+s4r4-vr4-us4+uv 
= s3r3 + s4r4 + [u(s3 - s4) + v(r3 - r4) + 2uv] > s3r3 + s4r4. cl 
Corollary 2.3. Let cds(G) = (rl, r2) be achievable. Then 
Fig. 4. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.2, we have cds(G’) = (rf + rz, 2r,r,). Suppose the result is 
true for a certain value n. Applying Theorem 2.2 again 
cds( G”+r) = cds( G” Cl G) 
Note that 
iSOgod2) (;)rm+ i_lgod2) (;)‘Y-%+ 
= (Jr;+‘+ (;)r;-2+1r:+ (nq)r;-a++;+. . .  (Jr;-2*+lr:* 
+...+(1)r;1r:+(~)r;-3r: 
r;-2k+lr;k + . . . 
; ‘),;+I-2,: + (n 1 1)r;“-4r; 
Applying the same argument to the second term, we have 
cds(G 
Recall that {n} denotes the least integer greater than n, in] denotes the 
greatest integer smaller than n. 
Corollary 2.4. Let P,,,_l be a path of length m - 1. Then 
cds(P:_,)= (I$), [$I) = (I;}, I;]) +?(I, 1) 
Corollary 2.5. Let &,,, be a cycle of length 2m. Then 
cds(C&J = 2”-‘m”(l, 1) = (2”-‘m”, 2”-‘m”). 
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3. Products of graphs with ND-flat and FD-flat chromatic difference sequence 
Theorem 3.1. Zf cds(G) = F(r, n), then cds(G) is achievable. 
Proof. There exists an n-coloring of V(G) with color-classes VI, V,, . . . , V, since 
G is n-colorable. For any i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) IV,1 of + 1, where f = [r/n], 
otherwise the size of the maximum independent set will be greater than f + 1, a 
contradiction. On the other hand Il$l sf for all i, otherwise llJj+i &I > I -f 
contradicting the fact that cu(n - 1) = r -$ Therefore f c 1Klf + 1 for any 
i,i=1,2, . . . , n. Since Cy=‘=, [VI = r, we have (IV,l, . . . , IV,l) = F(r, n). Cl 
It is not true that cds(G) is achievable whenever F(r, n) is a coloring sequence 
of G. For example, let A be the graph in Fig. 3, Then 
(2,2,2) = F(6, 3) # cds(A) = (3, 1, 2) 
even though (2,2,2) is a coloring sequence of A. 
Theorem 3.2. Let cds(H) = F(ns + 1, n) ( an FD-flat sequence), let cds(G) = 
( rl, r2, . . . , rE) be achievable, and let r = Cy=‘=, ri. Then 
- ‘7- --’ cds(GOH)=jr,, . . . , r,, j + rsF(n, n) E npcs(G Cl H). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, cds(H) is achievable, hence there exists an n-coloring of 
V(H) with color-classes V,, . . . , V, such that (1 VII, . . . , I V,l) = (s + 1, s, . . . , s). 
There also exists an n-coloring of V(G) with color-classes U,, . . . , Ls, such that 
(141, . . . , l&l) = Qi, . . . , m). 
Let A = (aii) be an n X n latin square given by aij = i + j - 1 (mod n). Then 
G 0 H has an n-coloring given by the color-classes IV,, . . . , W, where 
W,= U U,Xl$ (t=1,2 ,..., n). 
CI’.=t 
Obviously I W,l = r,(s + 1) + (r - r,)s = r,,, + rs (m = 1, 2, . . . , n). 
Now we shall consider the maximum independent sets in GO H. Any 
maximum independent set in G Cl H induces IV(G)1 independent sets in H. Any 
two maximum independent sets of H must have common vertices, otherwise the 
number of vertices of a maximum 2-colorable subgraph of H will be 2 + 2, a 
contradiction. If {Ui} x Hi is a maximum independent set in {Ui} x H for i = 1, 2, 
then U, and u2 are not adjacent in G. Hence there can be no more than r, induced 
independent set in H with size s + 1. Each of the remaining r - r, independent 
sets can have size no more than s. So the independence number of G Cl H is at 
most r,(s + 1) + (r - rI)s and hence 
a(l) = rI(s + 1) + (r - rI)s = rs + rl. 
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For m(m=2,3,..., n), any given maximum m-colorable subgraph M,,, in 
G 0 H induces IV(G)1 m-colorable subgraphs in H. Denote by {ui} x Hi the 
m-colorable subgraph in {ui} x H induced by M,. Denote by { {ui} x H,}pzl,,, the 
corresponding m-coloring of {ui} x Hi. 
If for some ui E V(G), {ui} x Hi happens to be a maximum m-colorable 
subgraph in {ui} x H, then jHil = ms + 1, and one color must occur on s + 1 
vertices, while each of the other colors must occur on s vertices. Otherwise the 
maximum independent set of H will have more than s + 1 vertices, a 
contradiction. 
Without loss of generality, we suppose that IHi, I = s + 1 for each i. 
If {ui} x Hi and {ui} x Hi are two induced m-colorable subgraphs in {ui} x H 
and {uj} x H respectively, which are both maximum, then H,, and H,, must have 
common vertex. Otherwise we will get a 2-colorable subgraph with 2s + 2 vertices 
for H, a contradiction. If ui and Uj are not adjacent, {Ui} X HiI and {Uj} X Hi, can 
have the same color in M,,,. If ui and uj are adjacent, {ui} X HiI and {Uj} X Hj, 
must have different colors in M,,,. So no more than r, + - * * + r,,, subgraphs 
{u} x H can have maximum m-colorable induced subgraphs of size ms + 1. 
The remaining r,,, + - . - + r,, induced m-colorable subgraphs can have size no 
more than ms. So the number of vertices of the maximum m-colorable subgraph 
of GOHis at most 
(rl + . . a + r,,)(ms + 1) + (rmtl + - . . + r,)ms = mrs + r, + - - - + r,. 
By virtue of the argument at the beginning of this proof we obtain 
a(m)=mrs+r,+..*+r,. 
Hence a(m) = a(m) - cu(m - 1) = rs + r, for m = 1,2, . . . , n. Cl 
Corollary 3.3. Zf cds(G) = F(nr + 1, n) and cds(H) = F(ns + 1, n), then 
cds(G 0 H) = F(n2rs + nr + ns + 1, n). 
Let P be any graph. Recall that P” is recursively defined by 
P” = pm-’ q P, P’ = P. 
Corollary 3.4. Let cds(P) = F(nr + 1, n). Then 
(1) cds(P”) = F( nr, + 1, n), where r, = Cz<’ (T)n”-(‘+‘)r”-‘. 
(2) ncds(P”) = (N,(l), . . . , N,(n)), where N,(l) = l/n + (rz - l)/n(nr + l)“, 
N,(i) = l/n - l/n(nr + l)“, for i = 2, . . . , n. 
(3) lim,,, ncds(P”) = (l/n, l/n, . . . , l/n). 
Proof. (1) We give a proof by induction. By definition P2 = PO P, r, + 1 = 
(r+l)(r+l)+(n-1) - rr  nr* + 2r + 1, cds(P2) = (r, + 1, r,, . . . , r2). 
Now assume that 
m-2 m-1 
rm-l = C ( > nm-l-(i+l)rm-l-i i=o i 
and 
cds(P”-‘) = (1, 0, . . . , 0) + r,_l(l, . . . , 1). 
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Then 
=Iz 
m-lrm + m-2rm-l 
+ 
,,m-3rm-2 
nm-2rm-l + nm-3,.m-2 
m 
=n m-lrm + 0 1 nm-2rm-l nm-3rm-2 + n2r3 
+(mmJnr2+(mml)r 
m-l m 
= 
cc > 
. n 
m-_(i+l)rm--i 
i=O I 
and cds(Y) = (1, 0, . . . , 0) + r,(l, . . . , 1) 
(2) 
41) r, + 1 (nr+l)m+n-l 1 n-l p= k(l) = ,V(P”), (nr + 1)” = n(nr+l)m 
+ 
=L n(nr+l)m’ 
N,(i) = nrm 
= (nr + 1)” - 1 
n(nr + 1)” n(nr + 1)” 
1 1 =-- 
n n(nr + 1)” 
for i = 2, . . . , n. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Assume that cds(H) is the ND-flat sequence sF(n, n). Then for any 
graph G with achievable cds(G), we have an ND-flat cds(G 0 H) so that 
cds(G Cl H) = rsF(n, n) E npcs(G 0 H), where r = IV(G)(. 
Proof. The proof is easy to see by a similar (but much simpler) argument to that 
in Theorem 3.2. The m-colorable subgraphs (m = 1, . . . , n - 1) of the {u} x H 
induced by the maximum m-colorable subgraphs of G q H always have size at 
most ms. 0 
What will happen to cds(G Cl H) if cds(H) is neither ND nor FD flat and if 
cds(G) is still achievable? Here we give two examples. 
Example 3.6. 
cds(Cs) = (2, 2, 1) = es(G), 
npcs(C, 0 Cs) = ((9, 8, 8)), 
cds(Cs •I C,) = (10, 10, 5) 
cds( C, Cl C,) 3 * npcs( Cs Cl C,). 
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Fig. 5. 
Example 3.7. Let CY be the graph given by Fig. 5. Then 
cds(C;) = (3, 2, 1), npcs(C, Cl C:) = [(lo, 10, lo), (11, 10, 9)], 
cds(C5 Cl C;) = (12, 12, 6), cds(C, Cl C:) a* npcs*(C, Cl C:). 
Since cs(C,) = (2, 2, l), cs(C:) = ((3, 2, l), (2, 2, 2)}, we obtain npcs(C, q C:) 
from Table 1 and Table 2, and cds(C, 0 C:) from Fig. 6. 
4. The non-increasing theorem 
Theorem 4.1. ncds(G 0 H) s* ncds(ZY) and ncds(G Cl H) s* ncds(G). 
Proof. It suffices to prove that ncds(G Cl H) s* ncds(H). 
Let IV(G)1 = r and IV(H)I = s. Let Mk be a maximum k-colorable subgraph of 
G 0 H, and let Sk be the number of vertices of a maximum k-colorable subgraph 
of H. it& induces a k-colorable subgraph {u} X I-&, in {u} X H for any u E V(G). 
Hence IV({u} X H,)I =S Sk and we have 
IMkl = uTG Iv({u) x &)I suTGsk = rsk- 
Therefore 
lM/cl =-<~z~ fork=l,2,. . . IMtcl 
IV(GClH)I 
,fl-1, 
rs rs s 
and 
IMnl 
IV(GOH)I=l=:’ q 
Corollary 4.2. ncds(Gk+‘) 6* ncds(Gk) for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Fig. 6. 
Table 1 
2 2 2 
2 4 4 4 
2 4 4 4 
1 2 2 2 
( 10, IO, IO) 
Table 2 
(1 1,10,9) 
N/ The cds of products of graphs 
Corollary 4.3. limk_, ncds(G’) ex&s. 
Proof. Let ncds(G) = (all, u12, . . . , a,,) and ncds(G*) = (akl, alr2, . . . , a,_). 
Then a,, 3 a21 2 . . * Z= akl 2 . . * > l/n, and hence limk_, Q, exists. Inductively, 
suppose that limk,, uki exists for i = 1, 2, . . . , t - 1. Since 
limk_, Cf=i Uki exists, and hence also 
lim,,, ncds(Gk) exists. 0 
5. Powers of circulant graphs 
Let G be a graph. We denote by Aut(G) the 
graph G will be called vertex transitive if for any 
t E Aut(G) such that z(u) = u. 
lim k-m akr exists. Therefore 
automorphism group of G. The 
two vertices u and u there exists 
Lemma 5.1. If both G and H are vertex transitive, then G 0 H is vertex transitive. 
Proof. For any t E Aut(H), define t* by t*(~, y) = (x, r(y)), then t* E 
Aut(GO H). In fact, if {(x,, y,), (x2, y2)} E E(G 0 H), then either x, =x2, 
{yr, y2> E E(H) which imply {~(YA z(y2)) E JWO (i.e., {t*(xl, YJ, t*G2, ~~1) E 
E(GO H), or {xi, x2} E E(G), y, =y2 which imply t(y,) = z(y2) (i.e., 
{t*(x,, yr), t*(x2, y2)} E E(GCl H)). It is easy to check that z* is one-to-one and 
onto since t is one-to-one and onto. Finally, t*-’ is a homomorphism by a similar 
argument as that for r*. 
For any o E Aut(G), define (J* by 0*(x, y) = (a(x), y). Then u* E Aut(G 0 H), 
the proof is the same as above. 
Now for any two vertices (x1, y2) and (x2, y2) in V(GO H), there exist 
r E Aut(H) such that t(y,) = y,, and o E Aut(G) such that a(~,) =x2. Define cr* 
and r* as above. Then o*r*(x,, y,) = (x2, y2) and u*r* E Aut(GO H). Therefore 
G 0 H is vertex transitive. 0 
Lemma 5.2. If G is a circulant with p vertices and symbol N, then there exists a 
homomorphism of Gkfl to Gk. 
Proof. For any vertex X=(x,, x2, . . . , xk+,) of Gk+‘, define t(i) = 
( xl, x2, . . . 9 xk-1, xk -xk+l ) E Gk. The arithmetic here is done modulop. Now 
suppose 2=(x,, . . . ,xk+l) and jj=(y,, . . . , yk+,) are two adjacent vertices in 
G k+l. Then there exists j E (1, 2, . . . , k + l}, such that xj - yj E N and such that 
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k + 1, i f j, xi = y,. It is easy to check that {r(X), t(7)) E 
E(Gk). (Discuss according to the cases j E (1, . . . , k - l} and j E {k, k + l}.) 0 
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Lemma 5.3 (The No-homomorphism Lemma). Zf there exists a homomorphism 
from G to H and H is vertex transitive, then 
ncds(G) a* ncds(H). 
Proof. See [2]. Cl 
Theorem 5.4. Let G be a circulant. Then ncds(Gk) = ncds(G) for all positive 
integers k. 
Proof. For any k, ncds(Gk) a* ncds(Gkt’ ), by the Non-increasing Theorem, and 
ncds(Gk) C* ncds(Gk+r ) by the No-homomorphism Lemma. (Each circulant is 
vertex-transitive, and so Lemma 5.1 assures that Lemma 5.3 applies.) Therefore 
ncds(Gk) = ncds(Gk”). 0 
Corollary 5.5. For any vertex-transitive graph G with a prime number of vertices 
hmk+, ncds(Gk) = ncds(G). 
Proof. The graph G is circulant under the given conditions, see [5]. q 
Corollary 5.6. Let G be a circulant graph with p vertices and the symbol 
N={l,2 ,..., n,p-n ,... , p - 2, p - l}. Then cds(G) k achievable and 
(1) if p = 2n or 2n + 1, then ncds(Gk) = (l/p, . . . , l/p) for k = 1, 2, . . . ; 
(2) if p = (n + 1)r for some r, then ncds(Gk) = (l/p, . . . , l/p) for k = 
a! f orsome cr=mr(O<a<n+l), then 
ncds(Gk) = ( !, . . . , ‘) for k = 1, 2, . . . ; 
e 
n+m+l 
(4) if p = (n + l)r + of orsome cu=mr+B(O<a<n+l, O</I<r), then 
fork=1,2,... 
n+m+I 
Proof. (1) is immediate since G is a complete graph. 
(2) is immediate since G has n + 1 pairwise disjoint maximum independent sets 
of r vertices and IV(G)( = (n + 1)r. 
(3) The independence number of G is r from p = (n + 1)r + a (0 < a < n + 1). 
Furthermore since p = (n + m + l)r, G has n + m + 1 independent sets each of 
which has size r. 
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(4) The independence number of G is r since p = (n + 1)r + cx (0 < (Y < n + 1). 
Furthermore since p = (n + m + 1)r + p, 0 < /3 < r, V(G) admits the following 
partition, V,, V,, . . . , Vn+2+m: 
VI = (0, n + 2 + m, 2(n + 2 + m), . . . , (p - l)(n + 2 + m)}, 
V,={v+1~v~VI}U{~(n+2+m),~(n+2+m) 
+(n+m+l),..., /3(n + 2 + m) + (r - /3 - l)(n + m + l)}, 
v, = (21 + 1 ( 21 E V,}, 
. . . ) 
V n+2+m = {v + n + m 1 v e Vz}. 
Here each v (i = 1, 2, . . . ,n+2+m) is independent, and IV,(=p, IV,l=*.*= 
IVn+m+z I = r. Hence cds(G) is achieved by (IV,l, . . . , IVn+m+Zlr IV,l). 0 
We still do not know whether the sequence cds(G) (respectively cds(Gk)) is 
achievable or not for an arbitrary circulant graph G although we obtained a 
beautiful result about ncds(Gk). We propose the following: 
Problem 1. If G is a circulant, then each cds(Gk) is achievable for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Although we cannot solve this problem for a general circulant graph, we can 
prove the following result, which implies that in order to solve Problem 1 we only 
need to verify that each cds(G) is achievable. 
Theorem 5.7. Let G be a circulant graph. If cds(G) is achievable, then cds(Gk) is 
achievable for all k. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. Let G have vertices 0, 1, . . . , p - 1, and 
symbol N, and let cds(G) = (rl, r,, . . . , r,J. Since cds(G) is assumed achievable 
there exist n subsets I;, . . . , Z,!_, of V(G) satisfying the following three 
conditions: 
(1) IZfI = ri for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1; 
(2) Z& . . . , ZA-i are pairwise disjoint; 
(3) each Zh U. - * U Z:_, (t = 1, 2, . . . , n) induces a maximum t-colorable sub- 
graph in G, and the partition ZA, . . . , Zj-i achieves the cds of this subgraph. 
Obviously, for any fixed j, ZA +Z, Z: + j, . . . , ZA_i +i are pairwise disjoint and 
each is an independent set since G is a circulant. Hence they still satisfy the above 
three conditions. 
Thus the sequence cds(G) can be achieved by p partitions: 
(Zi+j), (Z: +i), . . . ,(ZA_,+j) forj=O, l,..., p-l. 
Now as the induction hypothesis suppose 
cds(Gk-i) =pk-2(ro, r,, . . . , r,+,) 
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is achieved by p partitions: 
Zt-’ + jet-‘, I:-’ + je:-‘, . . . , Z:Z: + je’;--l for j = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1. 
(Here e:-l= (1, 0, . . . , 0) has k - 1 coordinates, and Zk-1 + jef-l = 
{(XI, x2, . f . , xkel) + (j, 0, . . . , 0): (xi, x2, . . . , xk_i) E I$-l}.) That is, for each 
j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p - 1, we have 
(4) IZf-i + je:-l( =pke2ri for i = 0, 1, . . . , Iz - 1; 
(5) Z$-’ + jet-‘, Z’;-l + jet-‘, . . . , Z,“I: + jef-’ are pairwise disjoint; 
(6) (I!-’ + je:-l) U (If-l + jef-‘) U * * . U (Z:I~+ je:-‘) is a maximum t- 
colorable subgraph in Gk-’ and 
I$-’ + jef-‘, Z:-l + jef-‘, . . . , Zf_;l+ jef-’ 
achieves the cds of this subgraph for t = 1, 2, . . _ , n. 
Now we first construct the following IZ subsets of vertices of Gk: 
Zf = (0, Z$-‘) U (1, I”-’ + le:-‘) U * - . U (p - l, Zf-’ + (p - l)ef-‘) 
for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. (Here (0, Z:-‘) = ((0, x1, x2, . . .,xk-I): @1,x2,..., 
xk__l) E ZfF1}.) Then we construct, for each j = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1, n subsets of V(G) 
as follows: 
Zg + je:, Zf + jet, . . . , Z:_I + jef. 
We need to check that these subsets of vertices satisfy conditions (4)-(6) with 
k - 1 replaced by k for each j = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1. 
The condition (4) is obvious by the construction and direct calculation. 
Suppose (Za + je’;) fl (I: + jet) # 0 for 0 <a, b 5 IZ, a #b, and the first coordin- 
ate of the common element is c + j. Then 
(c + j, It-’ + jet-‘) n (c + j, It-’ + jef-‘) = 0, 
(Z,k-’ + je:-‘) il (If-’ + jet-‘) # 0 and Z,“-’ II Zz-1 # 0, 
which contradicts the induction hypothesis. Hence (5) is true. 
Every maximum t-colorable subgraph of Gk induces a t-colorable subgraph in 
{i} x Gk-’ (i = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1) for t = 1, 2, . . . , n. The size of a maximum 
t-colorable subgraph in Gk-’ is ~~-~(r,, + * . . + rt-I). So the size of maximum 
t-colorable subgraph of Gk is at most 
ppyro + * * . + rt_l) =pk-l(ro + * . * + rt_l). 
Now 
l(Z$+je:)U*.*U(Z:-l+je:)( 
= P k-ir, + . * - +pk-lrr_l = pk-I(‘() + . * * + I,_l). 
In order that (6) is true we only need to prove that 
(Z$+je:)U.* . U (IF-, + je’;) 
is a t-colorable subgraph in Gk. 
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If we can prove that for j, 0 6 j c p - 1, each of the following 
I,” + je:, Z: + je:, . . . , Z:_, + je:, . . . , Zk_, + je: 
is an independent set in Gk, then the above statement will surely be true for any 
t, 1stsn. 
Take any two vertices from Z”+jef(i=O, 1,. . . ,n-l,j=O, 1,. . . ,p-1), 
say x and y. If x and y belong to the same set (a +j, Z:-’ + ae:-‘) then they are 
not adjacent since any two vertices in I”-’ are not adjacent. If x E (a +j, I”-’ + 
ue:-‘) and y E (6 +j, ZF-‘+ be:-‘) with a fb, {a + j, b + j} in E(G), then 
{a, 6) E E(G) and b - a EN. Suppose {x, y} E E(Gk). Then (ZF-’ + ue:-‘) fl 
(Zf-l+ be:-‘) # 0 and hence there are (x1, . . . , xk-_l) E I”-’ and 
(Yl, . . .,yk__I)cz:-l such that xl+u=y,+b and xi=yj(i=2,...,k-1). So 
x,-y,=b-UEN, x;=y,(i=2,. . . ,k-1), which contradicts the fact that I”-’ 
is an independent set. If x E (a +j, Z:-’ + ue:-‘) and y E (b + j, Z”-’ + be:-‘) with 
a # b, {a +j, b + j} $ E(G), then {a, b} $ E(G) and b -a r$ N. Thus there is no 
edge between x and y. El 
We have found that ncds(Gk) behaves well as k goes to infinity for the results 
given above and for some other practical examples [6]. It is either stable or its 
limit is a balanced sequence. Therefore we propose the following problem. 
Problem 2. Prove that limk,, ncds(Gk) is equal to either ncds(G) or 
(l/n, l/n, . . . ) l/n). 
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